Date night is always more fun with the girls, so grab your besties and party in style on February 14th. We’ve rounded up a list of must-visit bars and restaurants around the world where the cocktails are major, the cuisine next-level, and the decor red to the max — because it is Valentine’s Day after all.

Los Fuegos in Miami: Faena Miami Beach is hands down the most luxurious hotel for celeb spotting and leisurely days sun bathing under their red-and-white-striped umbrellas. When you do decide to towel off and grab a bite, look no further than Francis Mallmann's Los Fuegos. Awash in shades of rouge (with leopard touches everywhere), the Argentine hot spot boosts a wine list just as epic as the wood-fired empanadas and Asado experience. And don't forget to snap group shots against the famed hallway murals on the way out.